
@coxtl RT @donalynbooks: Join @colbysharp and me this Sunday at 8 pm EST for 
#titletalk, our monthly chat about instruction & books. Topic: Bes ... 
 
Sat Dec 17 00:19:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 147833316140265472 - #1 
tweet details

@camife RT @donalynbooks: Join @colbysharp and me this Sunday at 8 pm EST 
for #titletalk, our monthly chat about instruction & books. Topic: Bes ... 
 
Sat Dec 17 00:25:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 147834680878698496 - #2 
tweet details

@utalaniz Just finished Press Here by Herve Tullet. This book makes you smile & 
laugh & is thoroughly wonderful. #titletalk #bookaday 
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Dec 8th, 2011: Transition update 

Twapper Keeper's archiving is now available in HootSuite! As a result, we will be shutting down Twapper Keeper. Existing archives will be kept running 
until Jan 6, 2012, after which you will not be able to access your archives anymore. 

Thanks for using TwapperKeeper - we look forward to seeing you at HootSuite. 
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Sat Dec 17 00:48:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 147840623049846784 - #3 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @utalaniz: Just finished Press Here by Herve Tullet. This book 
makes you smile & laugh & is thoroughly wonderful. #titletalk #bookaday 
 
Sat Dec 17 01:29:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 147850933534081025 - #4 
tweet details

@litlearningzone Hey thanks! Lucky, huh? So, looking forward to #titletalk for 
ideas! RT @colbysharp: @litlearningzone @waldenpondpress I'm so happy for you! 
 
Sat Dec 17 02:12:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 147861806931652608 - #5 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read RT @donalynbooks: My latest blog post: Feeding Your Reading 
Life http://t.co/HxRmtA85 Mentions #nerdybookclub #titletalk #bookaday @good ... 
 
Sat Dec 17 05:03:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 147904648056012800 - #6 
tweet details

@TheBooksource Today is Maple Syrup day! Celebrate the process with this 
fascinating read. #titletalk http://t.co/iPUCleSu 
 
Sat Dec 17 14:45:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148051087050551297 - #7 
tweet details

@kelleemoye RT @donalynbooks: My latest blog post: Feeding Your Reading Life 
http://t.co/HxRmtA85 Mentions #nerdybookclub #titletalk #bookaday @good ... 
 
Sat Dec 17 16:11:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148072745329106944 - #8 
tweet details

@RileyCarney Great post: Feeding Your Reading Life from @donalynbooks 
http://t.co/5o5W79py #nerdybookclub #titletalk #bookaday 
 
Sat Dec 17 16:49:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148082344144801792 - #9 
tweet details

@readabookaweek RT @RileyCarney: Great post: Feeding Your Reading Life from 
@donalynbooks http://t.co/5o5W79py #nerdybookclub #titletalk #bookaday 
 
Sat Dec 17 16:59:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148084974329937922 - #10 
tweet details

@mentortexts I just remembered #titletalk is this weekend! I cannot forget!!! My 
brain goes crazy when not in school-mode. @colbysharp @donalynbooks 
 
Sat Dec 17 17:16:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148089260833124353 - #11 
tweet details

@colbysharp #titletalk Sunday 8 EST topic : Booklists and best books if 2011-I'm 
excited:) 
 
Sat Dec 17 17:55:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148098978305675264 - #12 
tweet details

@donalynbooks A winter snowflake for #nerdybookclub, #titletalk, and #bookaday 
http://t.co/0XqSpJ9N 
 
Sat Dec 17 18:56:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148114355152617472 - #13 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir LOVE!! RT @donalynbooks A winter snowflake for #nerdybookclub, 
#titletalk, and #bookaday http://t.co/Xm0s0AF8 
 
Sat Dec 17 19:00:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148115470770376704 - #14 
tweet details

@mmanlove RT @utalaniz: Just finished Press Here by Herve Tullet. This book 
makes you smile & laugh & is thoroughly wonderful. #titletalk #bookaday 
 
Sat Dec 17 19:46:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148127064187351040 - #15 
tweet details
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@librarygrl2 RT @ChocolateAir: LOVE!! RT @donalynbooks A winter snowflake for 
#nerdybookclub, #titletalk, and #bookaday http://t.co/Xm0s0AF8 
 
Sat Dec 17 20:22:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148136025926008832 - #16 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @colbysharp: #titletalk Sunday 8 EST topic : Booklists and 
best books if 2011-I'm excited:) 
 
Sat Dec 17 21:15:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148149455177256961 - #17 
tweet details

@teachmom RT @colbysharp: #titletalk Sunday 8 EST topic : Booklists and best 
books if 2011-I'm excited:) 
 
Sat Dec 17 21:17:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148149880005722113 - #18 
tweet details

@trkravtin .@colbysharp: #titletalk Sunday 8 EST topic : Booklists and best books if 
2011-I'm excited:) 
 
Sat Dec 17 21:40:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148155717587697666 - #19 
tweet details

@trkravtin .@donalynbooks: A winter snowflake for #nerdybookclub, #titletalk, and 
#bookaday http://t.co/e31CMzXN 
 
Sat Dec 17 21:42:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148156096580816897 - #20 
tweet details

@NikiOhsBarnes RT @trkravtin: .@colbysharp: #titletalk Sunday 8 EST topic : 
Booklists and best books if 2011-I'm excited:) 
 
Sat Dec 17 21:45:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148156813416738816 - #21 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @trkravtin: .@colbysharp: #titletalk Sunday 8 EST topic : 
Booklists and best books if 2011-I'm excited:) 
 
Sat Dec 17 21:54:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148159104752427008 - #22 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @colbysharp: #titletalk Sunday 8 EST topic : Booklists and 
best books if 2011-I'm excited:) 
 
Sat Dec 17 21:55:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148159293961670656 - #23 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Join @colbysharp & me for #titletalk tomorrow at 8 pm EST. Our 
usual last Sunday of the month slot is Christmas, so we've switched weeks. 
 
Sat Dec 17 22:03:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148161470973218816 - #24 
tweet details

@katsok RT @donalynbooks: Join @colbysharp & me for #titletalk tomorrow at 8 
pm EST. Our usual last Sunday of the month slot is Christmas, so we ... 
 
Sat Dec 17 22:15:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148164408919601152 - #25 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @donalynbooks: Join @colbysharp & me for #titletalk 
tomorrow at 8 pm EST. Our usual last Sunday of the month slot is Christmas, so 
we ... 
 
Sat Dec 17 22:58:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148175188431880192 - #26 
tweet details

@nataleestotz RT @colbysharp: #titletalk Sunday 8 EST topic : Booklists and best 
books if 2011-I'm excited:) 
 
Sat Dec 17 22:58:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148175351997136896 - #27 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @donalynbooks: Join @colbysharp & me for #titletalk 
tomorrow at 8 pm EST. Our usual last Sunday of the month slot is Christmas, so 
we ... 
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Sat Dec 17 23:50:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148188441375547393 - #28 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: Join @colbysharp & me for #titletalk 
tomorrow at 8 pm EST. Our usual last Sunday of the month slot is Christmas, so 
we ... 
 
Sun Dec 18 01:19:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148210825360965633 - #29 
tweet details

@pageintraining Should maybe be back for real tomorrow in time to start some 
mad planning for next year and to catch #titletalk 
 
Sun Dec 18 02:04:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148222130998345730 - #30 
tweet details

@CBethM @ProfessorNana Funny movie. :-) I know that it didn't last long for the 
guys so I'll be okay, probably by tonight. Good thing - #titletalk 
 
Sun Dec 18 12:28:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148378979185856512 - #31 
tweet details

@leakelley Today's goal: Get through enough of my grading pile, which is huge due 
to bronchitis, so that I can participate in #titletalk tonight. 
 
Sun Dec 18 14:31:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148409980243034112 - #32 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: Join @colbysharp & me for #titletalk tomorrow at 
8 pm EST. Our usual last Sunday of the month slot is Christmas, so we ... 
 
Sun Dec 18 15:11:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148420248079577088 - #33 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @colbysharp: #titletalk Sunday 8 EST topic : Booklists and best 
books if 2011-I'm excited:) 
 
Sun Dec 18 15:12:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148420350416404481 - #34 
tweet details

@TeacherCast Follow all of the great chats happening on Sunday #1stchat 
#urbanded #blogchat #titletalk http://t.co/slObGfog via @teachercast 
 
Sun Dec 18 21:07:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148509748801716224 - #35 
tweet details

@colbysharp I'm excited to #titletalk with all my #nerdybookclub friends tonight at 8 
EST. Are you ready to talk books @donalynbooks? 
 
Sun Dec 18 21:08:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148510027924254721 - #36 
tweet details

@colbysharp Have you seen @donalynbooks #nerdybookclub post: Mooning Over 
Book Lists? It's a must read before #titletalk: http://t.co/ne7X6HXR 
 
Sun Dec 18 21:10:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148510505521266688 - #37 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @colbysharp I'm always ready to talk books:) #titletalk 
#nerdybookclub 
 
Sun Dec 18 21:17:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148512176137707522 - #38 
tweet details

@nataleestotz @colbysharp @donalynbooks thanks for tweeting this I was about to 
go back through tweets from the other day to find out the time #titletalk 
 
Sun Dec 18 21:20:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148512911843794944 - #39 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @colbysharp: I'm excited to #titletalk with all my 
#nerdybookclub friends tonight at 8 EST. Are you ready to talk books 
@donalynbooks? 
 
Sun Dec 18 21:22:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148513563181465600 - #40 
tweet details
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@frankisibberson RT @colbysharp: Have you seen @donalynbooks 
#nerdybookclub post: Mooning Over Book Lists? It's a must read before #titletalk: 
http://t.c ... 
 
Sun Dec 18 21:29:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148515243348336640 - #41 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I was going to reorganize my TBR pile but figured I would wait 
and do that after tonight's #titletalk 
 
Sun Dec 18 21:29:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148515369500413952 - #42 
tweet details

@mentortexts "@colbysharp: I'm excited to #titletalk with all my #nerdybookclub 
friends tonight at 8 EST. Are you ready 2 talk books @donalynbooks?" YES! 
 
Sun Dec 18 21:31:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148515880530214912 - #43 
tweet details

@mentortexts Gearing up for #titletalk tonight. Hubs owes me b/c I've been gone w 
kiddos all afternoon so he could watch Bears. 
 
Sun Dec 18 21:37:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148517262846996481 - #44 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Finished cleaning the bookroom. Found more books to take to 
school or donate. A few more to read, too. #bookaday #nerdybookclub #titletalk 
 
Sun Dec 18 21:52:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148521035791220736 - #45 
tweet details

@mrs_hembree @colbysharp @donalynbooks So sad I miss miss #titletalk! Invited 
to open house. CC was my student in 1995 & a dear friend now. Archives 4 me 
 
Sun Dec 18 22:10:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148525447632781312 - #46 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Counting down to #titletalk at 8 pm EST tonight w/ @colbysharp & 
volumes of readers. Topic: 2011 Best Books & how lists influence reading. 
 
Sun Dec 18 22:27:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148529777547030528 - #47 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir RT @donalynbooks: Counting down to #titletalk at 8 pm EST 
tonight w/ @colbysharp & volumes of readers. Topic: 2011 Best Books & how list ... 
 
Sun Dec 18 22:30:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148530624054038528 - #48 
tweet details

@katsok RT @donalynbooks: Counting down to #titletalk at 8 pm EST tonight w/ 
@colbysharp & volumes of readers. Topic: 2011 Best Books & how list ... 
 
Sun Dec 18 22:33:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148531285814550528 - #49 
tweet details

@Read2DreamTweet RT @donalynbooks: Counting down to #titletalk at 8 pm EST 
tonight w/ @colbysharp & volumes of readers. Topic: 2011 Best Books & how list ... 
 
Sun Dec 18 22:37:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148532361842270208 - #50 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @donalynbooks looking forward to #titletalk ... though I may 
participate from my phone so I don't order any new books tonight :) 
 
Sun Dec 18 22:38:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148532629032022018 - #51 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk tonight at 8 EST. gonna be fun. Join us. 
 
Sun Dec 18 22:42:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148533574482661378 - #52 
tweet details

@pageintraining #titletalk with @donalynbooks and @colbysharp starts in a little 
over two hours. Will you be there? #kidlit #nerdybookclub #tlchat 
 
Sun Dec 18 22:42:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148533636285730817 - #53 
tweet details
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@ProfessorNana RT @donalynbooks: Counting down to #titletalk at 8 pm EST 
tonight w/ @colbysharp & volumes of readers. Topic: 2011 Best Books & how list ... 
 
Sun Dec 18 22:43:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148533875189088257 - #54 
tweet details

@thereadingzone RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk tonight at 8 EST. gonna be fun. 
Join us. 
 
Sun Dec 18 22:44:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148534103854157825 - #55 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @donalynbooks: Counting down to #titletalk at 8 pm EST tonight 
w/ @colbysharp & volumes of readers. Topic: 2011 Best Books & how list ... 
 
Sun Dec 18 22:45:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148534275967422464 - #56 
tweet details

@colbysharp @donalynbooks I'm excited to talk about Hound Dog True. #titletalk 
 
Sun Dec 18 22:46:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148534528170934274 - #57 
tweet details

@gaepol RT @colbysharp: Have you seen @donalynbooks #nerdybookclub post: 
Mooning Over Book Lists? It's a must read before #titletalk: http://t.c ... 
 
Sun Dec 18 22:46:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148534632193867776 - #58 
tweet details

@cppotter @pageintraining I'll be there. I'm finishing tomorrow's NF review so that 
I'll have time for #titletalk later tonight. 
 
Sun Dec 18 22:51:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148535765679341568 - #59 
tweet details

@katsok Ten picture books and two graphic novels read today. One graphic novel 
ad one chapter book to go before #titletalk. 
 
Sun Dec 18 22:57:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148537425654845441 - #60 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @colbysharp @donalynbooks we r still on for #titletalk this 
evening, right? Need to clear my calendar ;0) 
 
Sun Dec 18 23:28:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148545247679479810 - #61 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @Cathy_Blackler @colbysharp We've been tweeting about 
#titletalk, but I know you're busy. Yes, we are still on for 8 pm EST. 
 
Sun Dec 18 23:30:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148545633903579136 - #62 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @pageintraining: #titletalk with @donalynbooks and @colbysharp 
starts in a little over two hours. Will you be there? #kidlit #nerdybo ... 
 
Sun Dec 18 23:31:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148545927811051520 - #63 
tweet details

@nataleestotz RT @donalynbooks: Counting down to #titletalk at 8 pm EST tonight 
w/ @colbysharp & volumes of readers. Topic: 2011 Best Books & how list ... 
 
Sun Dec 18 23:35:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148546893788618752 - #64 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr *waves at Twitter* I'm avoiding commenting on essays which is 
stupid because #titletalk starts soon and I should work until then. 
 
Sun Dec 18 23:35:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148546945810575360 - #65 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @pageintraining: #titletalk with @donalynbooks and 
@colbysharp starts in a little over two hours. Will you be there? #kidlit #nerdybo ... 
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Sun Dec 18 23:40:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148548327120707585 - #66 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler RT @TonyKeefer: @donalynbooks looking forward to #titletalk ... 
though I may participate from my phone so I don't order any new books to ... 
 
Sun Dec 18 23:49:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148550449509826560 - #67 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @pageintraining: #titletalk with @donalynbooks and @colbysharp 
starts in a little over two hours. Will you be there? #kidlit #nerdybo ... 
 
Sun Dec 18 23:49:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148550472410726400 - #68 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @donalynbooks: Counting down to #titletalk at 8 pm EST 
tonight w/ @colbysharp & volumes of readers. Topic: 2011 Best Books & how list ... 
 
Sun Dec 18 23:57:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148552619638530048 - #69 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @donalynbooks @colbysharp looking forward to #titletalk 
tonight - got to get dinner prep'd before so I can join in (& ignore my family!) 
 
Sun Dec 18 23:59:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148553006055559168 - #70 
tweet details

@kperry I'm going to be at #TitleTalk at 7PM CST. How about you? Use TweetChat 
to make it easier to keep up. Tonight is Best of 2011. 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:13:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148556645310537728 - #71 
tweet details

@SHSULIBSCI I'm going to be at #TitleTalk at 7PM CST. How about you? Use 
TweetChat to make it easier to keep up. Tonight is Best of 2011. 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:13:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148556647126679552 - #72 
tweet details

@inspiredcyclist My first time here with all of you. Looking forward to it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:33:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148561600855556096 - #73 
tweet details

@colbysharp I wonder if anyone will be making Newbery/Caldecott predictions at 
#titletalk this evening. 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:37:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148562548147494912 - #74 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 RT @donalynbooks: Counting down to #titletalk at 8 pm EST tonight 
w/ @colbysharp & volumes of readers. Topic: 2011 Best Books & how list ... 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:40:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148563331479896064 - #75 
tweet details

@colbysharp I really like @100scopenotes Caldecott prediction post: 
http://t.co/l2iTeKnq #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:41:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148563598116012032 - #76 
tweet details

@Aluchies Oh no, HUGE DILEMMA...#Survivor season finale and #titletalk are at 
the same time!! 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:42:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148563698833833984 - #77 
tweet details

@colbysharp @MrSchuReads @100scopenotes I will:) It is a great list. I am 
thinking that he'll do better on his predictions this year:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:42:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148563945177890816 - #78 
tweet details

@colbysharp I love this Slideshare that that @donalynbooks created for the 
#nerdybookclub nominees: http://t.co/F2MXndLR #titletalk 
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Mon Dec 19 00:44:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148564263961772032 - #79 
tweet details

@katsok Delaying heading to meet friends until 8 pm because I have to participate 
in #titletalk at 7. 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:45:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148564479104393217 - #80 
tweet details

@katsok RT @colbysharp: I love this Slideshare that that @donalynbooks created 
for the #nerdybookclub nominees: http://t.co/F2MXndLR #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:45:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148564515607416832 - #81 
tweet details

@colbysharp "@MrSchuReads: @colbysharp The medal goes right here: 
http://t.co/P6fodiQl" #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:45:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148564681412452352 - #82 
tweet details

@colbysharp You can learn a lot checking out @donalynbooks Slideshare page: 
http://t.co/s6aCr5Lz #nerdybookclub #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:46:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148564946479890432 - #83 
tweet details

@katsok @colbysharp @MrSchuReads Love this post. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:47:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148565010552061952 - #84 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @colbysharp: I wonder if anyone will be making 
Newbery/Caldecott predictions at #titletalk this evening.<= I will! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:47:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148565065149325313 - #85 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @colbysharp @mrschureads Me...Jane is my Caldecott pic, too:) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:48:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148565310167990272 - #86 
tweet details

@jmalphy So excited for #titletalk tonight with @colbysharp and @donalynbooks! 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:48:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148565392544120833 - #87 
tweet details

@kperry Join me for a #titletalk TweetChat at: http://t.co/yDF5QPAK #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:48:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148565413695987713 - #88 
tweet details

@colbysharp @donalynbooks @mrschureads Will you eat it if it doesn't win? (Like 
with When you Reach Me?) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:49:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148565517425319936 - #89 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @jmalphy: So excited for #titletalk tonight with @colbysharp and 
@donalynbooks! 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:49:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148565633724973056 - #90 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Coffee, check. Goodreads, major reviewers' lists, and tweetchat 
reading to go. It's only 11 minutes until #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:50:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148565722203832320 - #91 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @colbysharp @mrschureads I might eat The Watcher if Me...Jane 
doesn't win:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:50:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148565881037918208 - #92 
tweet details
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@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: Coffee, check. Goodreads, major reviewers' lists, 
and tweetchat reading to go. It's only 11 minutes until #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:51:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148566120671088640 - #93 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @donalynbooks: Coffee, check. Goodreads, major reviewers' 
lists, and tweetchat reading to go. It's only 11 minutes until #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:52:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148566383666540544 - #94 
tweet details

@colbysharp I am dying to know peoples Newbery predictions. Maybe we'll have 
an awards prediction contest on #nerdybookclub. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:53:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148566615259217920 - #95 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @donalynbooks @colbysharp @mrschureadsl Me...Jane should get 
the Caldecott. It is fabulous. But I've never guessed a Caldecott b4 #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:54:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148566722205581313 - #96 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @kperry: Join me for a #titletalk TweetChat at: 
http://t.co/yDF5QPAK #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:54:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148566729860198401 - #97 
tweet details

@literacydocent Snack & diet coke are ready. @goodreads & @amazon are open. 
Tweetchat is already buzzing...bring on #titletalk! 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:54:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148566798390927361 - #98 
tweet details

@colbysharp @librarygrl2 You should guess something else to prevent the jinx. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:54:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148566894239154176 - #99 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 Baking cookies during titletalk. Hope nothing burns. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:55:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567147998740480 - #100 
tweet details

@smillerteacher I'm here for the first time hoping to find new and interesting titles 
for my middle school kids. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:56:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567290793828352 - #101 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @colbysharp I have never even tried to guess before, so maybe it's 
not a jinx. It might end up being 1st time luck. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:56:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567349585379328 - #102 
tweet details

@literacydocent @colbysharp I'm interested to see if Wonderstruck will get some 
Newbery love. #titletalk #nerdybookclub #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:56:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567384884641792 - #103 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @kperry: I'm going to be at #TitleTalk at 7PM CST. How 
about you? Use TweetChat to make it easier to keep up. Tonight is Best of 2011. 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:56:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567424059457536 - #104 
tweet details

@jmalphy After my #Packers lost today, I'm so glad I have something awesome to 
look forward to tonight in #titletalk! 
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Mon Dec 19 00:57:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567536953327616 - #105 
tweet details

@colbysharp @literacydocent Hard to judge it without the pics. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:57:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567593517727744 - #106 
tweet details

@mselke01 RT @colbysharp: You can learn a lot checking out @donalynbooks 
Slideshare page: http://t.co/s6aCr5Lz #nerdybookclub #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:57:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567607715430401 - #107 
tweet details

@mentortexts Feel like I need to get fingers/hands warmed up for #titletalk speed 
typing! The important thing is I'm here! @colbysharp 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:57:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567656969150464 - #108 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog What's the topic tonight? #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:57:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567682453737472 - #109 
tweet details

@colbysharp I hope @mentortexts doesn't mess up the time zones again. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:57:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567686383812609 - #110 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Predicting we will crash TweetChat, Twitter or both tonight! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:57:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567697137995776 - #111 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 I was talking about Wonderstruck at bookstore yesterday with a bunch 
of people. It's just amazing & even non-nerdys get excited. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:58:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567862091595776 - #112 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I've already eaten dinner, my Goodreads account is open, and 
TweetDeck is read. Time for #titletalk! 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:58:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567892118609920 - #113 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog We got take out tonight and I have tomorrow off! Yay! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:58:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567916026142720 - #114 
tweet details

@alybee930 I think I might just have to lurk tonight for #titletalk - It might go so fast 
that I won't be able to type fast enough. 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:58:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567949303750656 - #115 
tweet details

@HelpReaders @jmalphy This is a great opportunity to click reply, agree with you, 
and make sure tweetchat is working for me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:59:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148567994589646849 - #116 
tweet details

@noreenechen just ordered great picture book titles from the nerdies 
results...fabulous list #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:59:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568007973683200 - #117 
tweet details

@katsok RT @donalynbooks: Predicting we will crash TweetChat, Twitter or both 
tonight! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:59:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568021114433536 - #118 
tweet details
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@jmalphy @librarygrl2 I wish that was in over break so I could read it! Been 
checked out ever since I got my copies! #wonderstruck #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:59:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568062587699200 - #119 
tweet details

@nataleestotz Trying to write lesson plans, mark OMM Study Guides, and follow 
#titletalk , while hubby falls asleep on the couch. #sundaynight 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:59:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568127641358336 - #120 
tweet details

@colbysharp Welcome friends. Let's get this show on the road. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 00:59:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568221128208384 - #121 
tweet details

@katsok Already added one book to my "to read" list based on a recommendation. 
The night has begun. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:00:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568237842501633 - #122 
tweet details

@jmalphy And we're off! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:00:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568292611723264 - #123 
tweet details

@nataleestotz @mentortexts glad you could make it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:00:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568326073892864 - #124 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Welcome to this month's edition of #titletalk. We are here a week 
early since the last Sunday of the month is Christmas. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:00:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568329773256704 - #125 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @jmalphy We had it at our book fair. One of my students 
bought it and is letting me borrow it. Haha #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:00:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568363784880128 - #126 
tweet details

@literacydocent @katsok Me too! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:00:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568439403982850 - #127 
tweet details

@utalaniz I hope I can keep up with #titletalk! So excited to be here! 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:00:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568442256101376 - #128 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Thanks for joining @colbysharp and me for our Best Books of 
2011 chat. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:00:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568448019070976 - #129 
tweet details

@jmalphy @PolkaDotOwlBlog My friends' daughter has one of our copies. Have to 
see if she'll be done with it! #wonderstruck #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:01:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568503388078080 - #130 
tweet details

@kperry @teacherman82 Me too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:01:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568504092725248 - #131 
tweet details

@donalynbooks With the flurry of Best Books lists this time of year, I am curious. 
How is your reading influenced by book lists? #titletalk 
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Mon Dec 19 01:01:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568636305575936 - #132 
tweet details

@literacydocent @PolkaDotOwlBlog Saw you've been hooked by Katniss! 
Welcome to the Hunger Games club! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:01:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568637278666752 - #133 
tweet details

@colbysharp I am way to excited to talk best books and book lists. *deep breaths* 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:02:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568732531294208 - #134 
tweet details

@nataleestotz Yesterday was the last day of the Scholastic Warehouse Sale and I 
came home with a boxful, mostly books I haven't read yet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:02:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568780786769920 - #135 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr Participating in #titletalk and commenting on essays at the same 
time. #multitasking 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:02:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568803863826435 - #136 
tweet details

@pageintraining My reading is more influenced by the Best Books reads of my 
#nerdybookclub friends rather than official lists. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:02:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568831583989760 - #137 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @donalynbooks even after reading your post today, am still very 
influenced -- have so much to read before Jan. 23!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:02:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568842384326656 - #138 
tweet details

@teacherman82 If a book keeps popping up on multiple lists, then I will more than 
likely read it to see what all the buzz is about. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:02:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568859765522432 - #139 
tweet details

@alybee930 I try to get to whatever I think might get an award. Hate being caught 
unaware. #titletalk #bestbooklists 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:02:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568870825885697 - #140 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @literacydocent It was so good! I am still in mourning over 
Harry Potter, but The Hunger Games are helping me through it. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:02:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568872579121152 - #141 
tweet details

@utalaniz @jmalphy: Wonderstruck is my next must-have book! 
@PolkaDotOwlBlog #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:02:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568886726504448 - #142 
tweet details

@mentortexts I'm not a huge fan of book lists, they intrigue me and I look at them 
but I don't read it just b/c it's on a list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:02:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148568944943435776 - #143 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 If it makes a good list and I was on the fence, I put it on my tbr. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569002753527809 - #144 
tweet details
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@colbysharp @donalynbooks It makes me feel cool/nerdy when I've read the 
books on book lists. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569007405023232 - #145 
tweet details

@katsok I read the lists to see if there are books I missed. I reserved any books 
from @MrSchuReads @100scopenotes that I hadn't read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569021476900864 - #146 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @alybee930: I try to get to whatever I think might get an 
award. Hate being caught unaware. #titletalk #bestbooklists #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569038598053888 - #147 
tweet details

@mentortexts As a teacher who works with kids who are deaf and hard of hearing, 
I loved Wonderstruck. I thought it was very well done. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569043815776258 - #148 
tweet details

@cppotter I use book lists to see what I've missed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569050212085761 - #149 
tweet details

@kperry @teacherman82 I'm the same way. If I see it on multiple lists I'm more 
likely to check it out. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569051906576386 - #150 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @donalynbooks book lists help me to find books that I might 
somehow have missed #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569066574053377 - #151 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @utalaniz I asked for it for Christmas...hopefully I was nice 
enough for Santa to get that AND Hugo #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569085536501760 - #152 
tweet details

@jmalphy I will admit that most of recommendations I get for books come from 
@MrSchuReads than anyone! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569088044707840 - #153 
tweet details

@nataleestotz I splurged and bought both Hugo and Wonderstruck. They look so 
nice side by side on my shelf! My husband loved them, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569106759692288 - #154 
tweet details

@kperry A MONSTER CALLS is a must read of this year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569108651311105 - #155 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @jmalphy: I will admit that most of recommendations I get for 
books come from @MrSchuReads than anyone! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569129195028480 - #156 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk. Depends on which lists. Some are for popularity. Others 
for literary. Try for balance. 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569142641954816 - #157 
tweet details
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@lkstrohecker My reading is more influenced by recommendations from others I 
trust than by random lists. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569147788365824 - #158 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop @utalaniz You'll love #Wonderstruck. haven't talked to anyone yet 
who doesn't. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569167577088000 - #159 
tweet details

@KarynTeaches new book lists actually depress me a little because it's hard for me 
to get my hands on new books w/o lots of $$ #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569173574942722 - #160 
tweet details

@danielle6849 @PolkaDotOwlBlog Did you read the "life as we knew it" series? 
Excellent #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569178687811584 - #161 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @cppotter: I use book lists to see what Ive missed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569198161960960 - #162 
tweet details

@pageintraining I will look to lists more for areas where I know I need to grow more 
as a reader #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569226620317697 - #163 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 It also depends on who is making the list. I trust some more than 
others. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:03:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569231515066370 - #164 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @pageintraining: RT @jmalphy: I will admit that most of 
recommendations I get for books come from @MrSchuReads than anyone! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569242386702338 - #165 
tweet details

@donalynbooks For me, if a friend has mentioned a book to me AND I see it on a 
book list, I move it up the pile. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569256597012480 - #166 
tweet details

@ckervina Like @katsok and @teacherman82 I use the lists to help me narrow and 
to find books I might have missed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569263043657728 - #167 
tweet details

@inspiredcyclist @PolkaDotOwlBlog Currently trying to make the 3rd book in 
Hunger Games last, savoring it, because I don't want series to end. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569288977027074 - #168 
tweet details

@hale27storm I have a never ending book list. Books to read for CR, for myself, 
picture books for my son #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569289035759618 - #169 
tweet details

@nataleestotz I don't rely so much on lists as I do on what other people are reading 
and talking about #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569301136314368 - #170 
tweet details
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@mentortexts I loved Monster Calls! So good! #titletalk @kperry 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569304726646784 - #171 
tweet details

@katsok I do follow the lists and was bummed last year that I hadn't even heard of 
the Newbery winner, thought I had read a lot. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569310674173952 - #172 
tweet details

@literacydocent I'm obessed with #booklists. I use them to see what I might have 
missed & to see what I've already read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569332883013634 - #173 
tweet details

@cppotter I usually cross-check the books I haven't read w/ Good Reads. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569340726362112 - #174 
tweet details

@colbysharp My favorite and most trusted reading list is #bookday. It is hands 
down the best list around. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569349031084033 - #175 
tweet details

@kperry @lkstrohecker I agree. I stick with books read by my friends or in my 
preferred genre. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569353309265921 - #176 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @librarygrl2: It also depends on who is making the list. I trust some 
more than others. #titletalk <= so true 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569364625494016 - #177 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @ckervina: Like @katsok and @teacherman82 I use the lists 
to help me narrow and to find books I might have missed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569387035668480 - #178 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr I think I'm more influenced by friends and colleagues than book 
lists #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569390462414849 - #179 
tweet details

@jellyrace the lists make me aware of what is currently being buzzed about. trying 
to stay current #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569391024447488 - #180 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @danielle6849 No...Should I add it to my TBR pile that just 
keeps growing? #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569413795328000 - #181 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: For me, if a friend has mentioned a book to me 
AND I see it on a book list, I move it up the pile. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569437493149696 - #182 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @jellyrace: the lists make me aware of what is currently being buzzed 
about. trying to stay current #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:04:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569451539869696 - #183 
tweet details
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@katsok RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk. Depends on which lists. Some are for 
popularity. Others for literary. Try for balance. 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:05:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569495349362690 - #184 
tweet details

@nataleestotz I keep a wish list and a read list. My to read is piled on flat surfaces 
at home because my to read bookcase is full! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:05:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569530573131776 - #185 
tweet details

@danielle6849 I borrow lots of books from our school's Library, and also purchase 
many at thrift shops. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:05:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569548612841472 - #186 
tweet details

@literacydocent @katsok You apparently weren't alone. I haven't met anyone who 
had heard of MOM before it won. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:05:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569559308312577 - #187 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker It also depends on the list. Some I find more valuable than others. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:05:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569566329573376 - #188 
tweet details

@mentortexts I rely more on Twitter friends, too rather than lists. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:05:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569580032376832 - #189 
tweet details

@colbysharp I get frustrated when books I don't like make lists. It makes me 
questions myself:( #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:05:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569581819150336 - #190 
tweet details

@ckervina My Goodreads to read list is somewhere in the 76 book range, more 
from people's recommendations #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:05:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569618909364224 - #191 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @colbysharp: My favorite and most trusted reading list is 
#bookaday. It is hands down the best list around. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:05:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569622608744448 - #192 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @colbysharp: I get frustrated when books I don't like make lists. It 
makes me questions myself:( #titletalk <= yup... 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:05:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569669949849600 - #193 
tweet details

@pageintraining Me too! RT @mentortexts: I rely more on Twitter friends, too 
rather than lists. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:05:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569673938649088 - #194 
tweet details

@utalaniz @PBWorkshop: Good to know. I know I'm one of the only people around 
who hasn't read it yet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:05:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569694406844418 - #195 
tweet details

@Aluchies RT @colbysharp: My favorite and most trusted reading list is #bookday. 
It is hands down the best list around. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:05:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569698815057920 - #196 
tweet details
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@kaymcgriff Booklists push my reading outside my comfort zone & I learn new 
favs. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:05:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569713448988672 - #197 
tweet details

@mentortexts There have been too many books that I have read from a list that I 
don't like so I don't put that much value in them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569740347064320 - #198 
tweet details

@colbysharp YES YES YES , but lists are fun too! RT @mentortexts: I rely more on 
Twitter friends, too rather than lists. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569740955234304 - #199 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @colbysharp You are participating in the holiday break #bookaday 
mini-challenge, yes? #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569751931731968 - #200 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @inspiredcyclist I did that with HP number 7...I wasn't ready to 
let go, but I wanted to read it so bad! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569754259554304 - #201 
tweet details

@katsok I agree with @cppotter, I check any book I'm interested in against 
Goodreads. If my friends love it too, it goes on my list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569766230106113 - #202 
tweet details

@CharleneIrvinBR @KarynTeaches I agree with the $$$ issue. Family is always 
told I want $ for books for presents. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569779593154561 - #203 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @donalynbooks agreed about combo of trusted friend and list! Has 
changed my current reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569798320734208 - #204 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Book lists help me see what I might have missed, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569882668179457 - #205 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I feel giddy when I've read books that appear on lists. But so many 
good books means not all books make the cut. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569883171504128 - #206 
tweet details

@katsok @literacydocent I know. I read it after, and it was good, but there were 
others I loved more. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569922929295360 - #207 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @katsok it did feel like it came out of the blue for a lot of us, 
didn't it?!? #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569929183006720 - #208 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker I do like using lists to see which titles are getting talked about. And it 
always makes me smile when I find book I like on one. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569935080206336 - #209 
tweet details
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@ProfessorNana RT @kaymcgriff: Booklists push my reading outside my comfort 
zone & I learn new favs. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569938787971072 - #210 
tweet details

@colbysharp @donalynbooks of course! I have three days of left of school ( I like to 
start early and end late). #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569940201447425 - #211 
tweet details

@inspiredcyclist @PolkaDotOwlBlog Oh, me too with HP as well! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569950959845376 - #212 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @colbysharp that sometimes happens to me too, but then my 
reading tastes are not the norm #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569961747582978 - #213 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog I am interested to get my hands on some "censored" books 
thanks to a recent #nerdybookclub post! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:06:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569963815370752 - #214 
tweet details

@danielle6849 @CharleneIrvinBR Thrift shops, I'm telling you. Awesome! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569989648097281 - #215 
tweet details

@KarynTeaches @CharleneIrvinBR love it! wish my local branch of library had a 
larger/newer children's section, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148569988851171329 - #216 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 I rely more on personal recs from Twitter friends or real life students 
than a list, but lists help me get ones I've missed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570017334689792 - #217 
tweet details

@ckervina Sometimes, lists validate what I've already heard, too. Like 
@donalynbooks and @katsok list+recommend=higher in the TBR pile #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570029242335232 - #218 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog I goodreads stalk people to get ideas for books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570057398685696 - #219 
tweet details

@hale27storm @pageintraining @mentortexts but I create a list based on my 
Twitter recommendations. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570098393821185 - #220 
tweet details

@jmalphy My #bookaday won't be starting until Thursday at 1 p.m. when we're on 
break! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570101405327360 - #221 
tweet details

@kperry It makes me feel super smart when my favorites appear on the lists. :) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570108560805888 - #222 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks Holiday #bookaday - such a fun way to find books. Just 
realized I've been reading and not posting. Oops! #titletalk 
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Mon Dec 19 01:07:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570111761055744 - #223 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I good reason to be late is because I couldn't put down the book I 
was reading, right? #nerdybookclubmember #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570123387670528 - #224 
tweet details

@noreenechen so many books, so little time, I go with recommendations from 
tweeps not lists #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570129792380928 - #225 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @hale27storm: @pageintraining @mentortexts but I create a list 
based on my Twitter recommendations. #titletalk <= love it 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570132774518784 - #226 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @danielle6849 I get TONS of books for my classroom there! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570141146361856 - #227 
tweet details

@colbysharp It's crazy how much reading lists have changed with social 
media/internet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570142756962304 - #228 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop When it comes to remarkable books, I think Press Here (Tulet) 
should be in everyone's collection/classroom. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570146968059904 - #229 
tweet details

@melissathomson @colbysharp Me too! Like @donalynbooks said on her blog, it 
makes me think I must've missed something. Glad I'm not the only one #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570144183042048 - #230 
tweet details

@FlyontheCWall RT @TeacherCast: Follow all of the great chats happening on 
Sunday #1stchat #urbanded #blogchat #titletalk http://t.co/slObGfog via @tea ... 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570158485610496 - #231 
tweet details

@ckervina RT @teacherman82: I feel giddy when Ive read books that appear on 
lists. But so many good books means not all books make the cut. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570165586575361 - #232 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @colbysharp: It's crazy how much reading lists have 
changed with social media/internet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570185626947586 - #233 
tweet details

@pageintraining Great way to get ideas! RT @PolkaDotOwlBlog: I goodreads stalk 
people to get ideas for books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570206946603008 - #234 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @PBWorkshop: When it comes to remarkable books, I think Press 
Here (Tulet) should be in everyone's collection/classroom. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570207185670145 - #235 
tweet details
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@KarynTeaches my favorite book i was introduced to this year was "the great fuzz 
frenzy" (although i don't think it's new this year) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:07:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570216098566145 - #236 
tweet details

@donalynbooks " I was born with a reading list I will never finish."-- Maud Casey (I 
currently have over 1000 books on my to-read list!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:08:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570244196216833 - #237 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @TonyKeefer @colbysharp you do have unique reading tastes, 
but that's why I love hearing what you are reading :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:08:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570254434504704 - #238 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @PolkaDotOwlBlog: I am interested to get my hands on some 
"censored" books thanks to a recent #nerdybookclub post! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:08:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570282364375040 - #239 
tweet details

@ewitt43 I love lists because people I follow on twitter are readers like myself. I still 
have last years list from this #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:08:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570286302822401 - #240 
tweet details

@katsok I missed Anya's Ghost and it was on several lists I've read recently. Read 
it today. Awesome. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:08:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570310302642176 - #241 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @PBWorkshop I just read that in a bookstore yesterday. 
Really cute and clever! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:08:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570334721875968 - #242 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @donalynbooks What lists from magazines or organizations do 
you trust the most? #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:08:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570387297472512 - #243 
tweet details

@sylvie_shaffer RT @colbysharp: I get frustrated when books I don't like make 
lists. It makes me questions myself:( #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:08:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570395816108032 - #244 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Yes. Or push me one way or the other when I'm on the fence. RT 
@ckervina Sometimes, lists validate what I've already heard, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:08:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570421309079552 - #245 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 RT @ProfessorNana: RT @kaymcgriff: Booklists push my reading 
outside my comfort zone & I learn new favs. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:08:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570462534909952 - #246 
tweet details

@kperry @pageintraining I stalk people on Goodreads to get good 
recommendations too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:08:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570464028082177 - #247 
tweet details

@Momma_Albers TBR titles are prioritized by recommendations through 
#bookaday and #titletalk. 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:08:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570462266466305 - #248 
tweet details
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@frankisibberson @katsok I keep forgetting to read Anya's Ghost..#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:08:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570482197798912 - #249 
tweet details

@jmalphy @dmcordell I am currently reading Gabby about Congresswoman 
Gabrielle Giffords and it's AMAZING! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570495317577729 - #250 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Book lists help me prioritize the books I'm already planning to 
read. Shift positions in the pile if a book's been recommended. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570498274562048 - #251 
tweet details

@CharleneIrvinBR @danielle6849 I love thrift stores too. Especially on the color 
tag %50 off day. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570523746578432 - #252 
tweet details

@sylvie_shaffer @colbysharp instead, let it make you question the lists! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570525059391489 - #253 
tweet details

@kperry I still need to read Anya's Ghost too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570525822754817 - #254 
tweet details

@shighley After awhile, you realize that some lists are more likely to reflect your 
tastes, just like some reviewers (movies or books) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570529006239744 - #255 
tweet details

@mentortexts I think the key is finding a list that you seem to connect with and 
finding out which list you respect/trust. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570546043486208 - #256 
tweet details

@KarynTeaches i remember a year ago i was flying through the hunger games. 
what a joy to enjoy a series so much i can't WAIT to read the next #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570555359047680 - #257 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @colbysharp: Its crazy how much reading lists have 
changed with social media/internet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570586153619456 - #258 
tweet details

@danielle6849 I'm reading my way through Ayn Rand right now and trying to figure 
out how I got this far in life without her. Awesome! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570593615282176 - #259 
tweet details

@noreenechen was recently impressed with nerdies top picks...on my Amazon 
wish list #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570604692443136 - #260 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 I use the state battle of the books list to get me out of my typical 
genres. I like it because it stretches me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570615744430080 - #261 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks @teacherman82 Book List, School Library Journal, Publishers 
Weekly #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570648296427520 - #262 
tweet details

@mentortexts Every book is not for every person so we have to realize lists aren't 
going to always match up with what we agree/disagree with. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570659096764416 - #263 
tweet details

@colbysharp Mooning Over Book List by @donalynbooks http://t.co/ne7X6HXR 
#nerdybookclub #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570690801500161 - #264 
tweet details

@jmalphy @dmcordell Many of my reads will be picture books or YA novels so I 
can recommend at school. #bookaday #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570704726601728 - #265 
tweet details

@emac1227 #titletalk It depends on who made the list. 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570702197424128 - #266 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer wondering about how to balance reading rec's from Google 
Reader, GoodReads, and Twitter - so much to juggle! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570704852426752 - #267 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @donalynbooks my list is over 1000 too. I keep thinking that I will 
probably die before I get to read them all. #titletalk #morbidthought 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570712867745792 - #268 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop @PolkaDotOwlBlog And the epitome of what a book is- interactive, 
engaging- a partnership of author/reader. (Press Here- Tulet) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:09:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570720035803136 - #269 
tweet details

@katsok @frankisibberson Got it and a huge stack of books from the library today. 
YA and I think likely too old for my fifth graders. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570748787752960 - #270 
tweet details

@HelpReaders It's frustrating when lists include ARCs. By the time they're 
released, the title can be buried in my personal list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570758157844481 - #271 
tweet details

@cppotter RT @librarygrl2: I use the state battle of the books list to get me out of 
my typical genres. I like it because it stretches me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570802290311168 - #272 
tweet details

@jellyrace the weekly list in the Post makes me be aware if I am focusing on fiction 
over non-fiction #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570807025676288 - #273 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @frankisibberson @katsok Anya's Ghost is my favorite graphic 
novel this year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570817939247104 - #274 
tweet details
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@utalaniz @alybee930 @hale27storm @pageintraining @mentortexts: Lately, 
Twitter recommendations have been my go-to source for titles. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570840689147905 - #275 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @katsok Trying so hard not to read many YA titles so I have 
more time for middle grade #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570847609761793 - #276 
tweet details

@danielle6849 Has anyone read Trainspotting? Loved that book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570852487741440 - #277 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @mentortexts yes, that's why I like to build consistency - 
conversations with Twitter friends or following regular bloggers #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570858565275648 - #278 
tweet details

@Ann11reader3 I am now using the books you all recommend as a list of things to 
read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570873232752641 - #279 
tweet details

@colbysharp @mentortexts That is what @100scopenotes and @mrschureads list 
is for me. I like lists made by people that know kids/readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570876286222338 - #280 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @noreenechen: was recently impressed with nerdies top 
picks...on my Amazon wish list #titletalk #nerdybookclub #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570878890881024 - #281 
tweet details

@melissathomson Oh wait, I'm thinking of what @donalynbooks posted on 
#nerdybookclub blog about "Inferiority" stage of reading book list #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570880388239361 - #282 
tweet details

@trkravtin It would help if I remembered the right hashtag. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570909748367361 - #283 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Is #bookaday an invitation only site? If so, can someone 
please invite me or give me the link to the right site? #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570927960047617 - #284 
tweet details

@CharleneIrvinBR Fellow teachers are always a help with ideas for books my 
students might enjoy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570941851574273 - #285 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @colbysharp: Mooning Over Book List by @donalynbooks 
http://t.co/ne7X6HXR #nerdybookclub #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570946175901696 - #286 
tweet details

@karenterlecky Would not have read Ghetto Cowboy or Monster Calls if it hadn't 
been for recs and lists #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570968636391424 - #287 
tweet details
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@PolkaDotOwlBlog @utalaniz Ditto #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570984432148480 - #288 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @colbysharp: Mooning Over Book List by @donalynbooks 
http://t.co/ne7X6HXR #nerdybookclub #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:10:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148570989989593088 - #289 
tweet details

@mentortexts @PolkaDotOwlBlog #bookaday is just the hashtag!!!! Join in as you 
can. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:11:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571033329352704 - #290 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks @frankisibberson Also read Around the World today, had 
missed it as well. Beautifully done. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:11:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571033975275520 - #291 
tweet details

@katsok @trkravtin I've done that before! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:11:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571074752290816 - #292 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @katsok @donalynbooks I read Around the World today too! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:11:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571102367588352 - #293 
tweet details

@colbysharp @melissathomson Wasn't @donalynbooks post perfect? She hit the 
nail on the head. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:11:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571117903294464 - #294 
tweet details

@ewitt43 I just finished reading The Mostly True Adventures of Homer, love reading 
my home city in the book! #TitleTalk Hanover PA 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:11:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571140053413888 - #295 
tweet details

@trkravtin .@karenterlecky: Would not have read Ghetto Cowboy or Monster Calls 
if it hadnt been for recs and lists #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:11:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571139386507266 - #296 
tweet details

@hale27storm @frankisibberson @katsok when I taught 5 grade I struggled to read 
MG books. My heart is in YA #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:11:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571155102568448 - #297 
tweet details

@pageintraining Not an official list or anything, but I love my emails from 
@goodreads each day. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:11:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571163344379904 - #298 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @frankisibberson @katsok I too am trying to weed YA out of my 
stacks, saving for summer, when I am in 4th grade mode #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:11:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571181828677632 - #299 
tweet details

@kperry @karenterlecky I still haven't heard of Ghetto Cowboy. Going to 
Goodreads now. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:11:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571215194365952 - #300 
tweet details
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@librarygrl2 @karenterlecky Same here. I found out about Monster Calls & Ghetto 
Cowboy on twitter. Soooo glad. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:11:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571236501426176 - #301 
tweet details

@nataleestotz I switched from MS to HS this year and am having to read less 
middle grade. So many good YA books, but so many great MG #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:11:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571242205691904 - #302 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @TonyKeefer @katsok But I so love YA #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:12:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571276133404673 - #303 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @katsok @frankisibberson Loved Around the World. Read it this 
week after it was nominated on the Nerdies list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:12:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571280164126720 - #304 
tweet details

@Ann11reader3 My students are a good resource for things to read too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:12:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571280940072961 - #305 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @Ann11reader3: My students are a good resource for things to read 
too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:12:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571317787033600 - #306 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer I always try to go to Walter Mayes' local talks about his favorite 
books #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:12:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571333700231168 - #307 
tweet details

@katsok @colbysharp @mentortexts @100scopenotes @mrschureads Agreed. I 
love lists by people I know. Trust the recs even more. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:12:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571363156819968 - #308 
tweet details

@trkravtin .@pageintraining: Not an official list or anything, but I love my emails 
from @goodreads each day. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:12:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571361172914176 - #309 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I always check my friends' goodreads recommendations, too. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:12:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571371448971267 - #310 
tweet details

@colbysharp @TonyKeefer I love fourth grade mode:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:12:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571379090993152 - #311 
tweet details

@literacydocent @karenterlecky So glad you read Ghetto Cowboy! It's 1 of my 
2011 favorites! I have 6 copies tearing thru our 5th grades right now #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:12:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571391296417792 - #312 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @frankisibberson: @TonyKeefer @katsok But I so love YA 
#titletalk <= me too but still need to read MG for students 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:12:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571398565150720 - #313 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I read Sir Gawain the True after it was on @MrSchuReads list 
this week. Loved it. #titletalk 
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Mon Dec 19 01:12:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571403401166848 - #314 
tweet details

@MrErving @karenterlecky how was Ghetto Cowboy- I've heard good things about 
it #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:12:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571468178006016 - #315 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Also, if I see my students reading a book that I haven't read, I try 
to read it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:12:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571475102801920 - #316 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @librarygrl2 both were amazing, right?!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:12:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571489132748800 - #317 
tweet details

@MrErving RT @CharleneIrvinBR: Fellow teachers are always a help with ideas for 
books my students might enjoy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:13:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571541205032961 - #318 
tweet details

@trkravtin @librarygrl2: @karenterlecky Same here. I found out about Monster 
Calls & Ghetto Cowboy on twitter. Soooo glad. @Candlewick #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:13:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571545529368576 - #319 
tweet details

@colbysharp I need to read this!!! RT @frankisibberson: I read Sir Gawain the True 
after it was on @MrSchuReads list this week. Loved it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:13:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571567440404482 - #320 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @frankisibberson i meant to say not in 4th grade mode, and 
@colbysharp I do love being retained year after year #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:13:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571579146715136 - #321 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @frankisibberson loved, loved Around the World - also loved 
the kid reactions I've gotten so far #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:13:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571579729723394 - #322 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks @frankisibberson Great deal of my current "to read" stack 
is due to @MrSchuReads, @100scopenotes and #nerdybookclub #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:13:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571631244161025 - #323 
tweet details

@nataleestotz Heard about Hound Dog True on twitter and LOVED it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:13:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571642988208128 - #324 
tweet details

@ewitt43 @donalynbooks - Have my principal allowing my to finally try Reading 
Workshop. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:13:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571681051508737 - #325 
tweet details

@colbysharp I am curious how people use/create book lists with their students? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:13:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571710688473089 - #326 
tweet details

@Ann11reader3 If I find a really good read (audio too), I love to recommend it to a 
friend, student or one of my teachers. #titletalk 
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Mon Dec 19 01:13:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571710768156673 - #327 
tweet details

@literacydocent @frankisibberson picking that on up at my library tomorrow...also 
thanks to @mrschureads & @100notescopes #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:13:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571713184071681 - #328 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @literacydocent I would have to agree with you - it really struck a 
chord for me! Is on my Kindle; need to buy it for class #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:13:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571738492514304 - #329 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @literacydocent I would have to agree with you - it really struck a 
chord for me! Is on my Kindle; need to buy it for class #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:13:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571738492514304 - #330 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PolkaDotOwlBlog #bookaday is a twitter hashtag. No site. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:14:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571754779000832 - #331 
tweet details

@hale27storm @Ann11reader3 @jmalphy my kids started a Books Mrs. Shaffer 
Should Read Immediately list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:14:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571754741235712 - #332 
tweet details

@katsok @colbysharp @frankisibberson @MrSchuReads Just purchased Sir 
Gawain for my son for Christmas. Shh! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:14:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571784319479808 - #333 
tweet details

@cppotter @Ann11reader3 I love it when students recommend books. I remember 
a 5th grade boy who handed my his copy of Wimpy Kid in 2007. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:14:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571786622152704 - #334 
tweet details

@colbysharp AMAZING READ RT @nataleestotz: Heard about Hound Dog True 
on twitter and LOVED it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:14:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571795199500289 - #335 
tweet details

@trkravtin .@literacydocent: @karenterlecky So glad you read Ghetto Cowboy! 1 of 
my 2011 favorites! 6 copies tearing thru our 5th grades #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:14:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571800857612288 - #336 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @ewitt43 Yippee! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:14:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571828850401280 - #337 
tweet details

@ckervina I'm thankful I have two good librarians in my building who are YA 
readers. We share recommendations, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:14:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571852527239170 - #338 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I heard about Bigger Than a Breadbook on #titletalk, so I ordered 
it. It should arrive any day now. 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:14:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571864371965952 - #339 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I heard about Bigger Than a Breadbook on #titletalk, so I ordered 
it. It should arrive any day now. 
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Mon Dec 19 01:14:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571864371965952 - #340 
tweet details

@MrErving I missed this one too RT @katsok: I missed Anya's Ghost and it was on 
several lists I've read recently. Read it today. Awesome. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:14:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571872391479297 - #341 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr I guess you could say my biggest booklist is my Goodreads 
friends feed. I get more ideas from that list than anywhere else #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:14:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571891509100545 - #342 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @karenterlecky Absolutely. I won't soon forget either one. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:14:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571938468528128 - #343 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker @colbysharp I have my students make lists of books I/peers should 
read over the summer, then include in summer reading brochures. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:14:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571988229754880 - #344 
tweet details

@donalynbooks How do book lists inform/ influence your recommendations to kids 
and the books you buy for your classroom and library? #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:14:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148571995578175488 - #345 
tweet details

@nataleestotz Reading really does generate community. My 8th graders from last 
year still email me with what they are reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:15:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572000913330177 - #346 
tweet details

@katsok @frankisibberson You'll love Anya. If I owned mine, I'd send it to you. 
Borrowed from library. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:15:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572019431190528 - #347 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @donalynbooks Oh! Ok! Good! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:15:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572021331206144 - #348 
tweet details

@colbysharp @laurelsnyderRT @teacherman82: I heard about Bigger Than a 
Breadbox on #titletalk, so I ordered it. It should arrive any day now. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:15:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572048933912576 - #349 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @teacherman82: I heard about Bigger Than a Breadbook on 
#titletalk, so I ordered it. It should arrive any day now. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:15:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572061793656832 - #350 
tweet details

@kperry @teacherman82 I haven't read Bigger Than a Breadbox yet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:15:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572066692612096 - #351 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @katsok I'll reserve it at our library. Thanks! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:15:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572103615062016 - #352 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @donalynbooks That's what I get for relying on Google! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:15:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572119880581121 - #353 
tweet details
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@ChocolateAir True test for me is not book list...not even if I loved book but what 
do my students think about it? #TrueBookLoveComesFromKids #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:15:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572142055854080 - #354 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 Goodreads has been a fantastic source between the friends & just 
having an easy way to keep a log of books read. Love it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:15:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572162385657856 - #355 
tweet details

@alybee930 Lists don't influence book buying as much as recommendations from 
my tweeps. Those are the ones that I know kids will luv #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:15:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572177040543744 - #356 
tweet details

@jmalphy @colbysharp This is on my kitchen table for Christmas Break! 
#biggerthanabreadbox #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:15:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572177225101312 - #357 
tweet details

@melissathomson @colbysharp Yes she did! Also I am in middle of Hound Dog 
True bc of your rec. Can barely keep up w/ great recs let alone lists #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:15:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572178361753601 - #358 
tweet details

@thereadingzone My biggest booklist is my TBR pile. But I sort through that thanks 
to recommendations via stdnts, Goodreads, and Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:15:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572197072547842 - #359 
tweet details

@literacydocent @cppotter Me too! It's a powerful message/example when we 
read what kids recommend! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:15:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572229553229824 - #360 
tweet details

@mentortexts It bugs me to really dislike a book and know that it was on a well-
known list. That's why I distrust lists I think. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:16:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572270233792512 - #361 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @colbysharp I feel like I might actually own that one 
somewhere in my classroom library #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:16:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572275040464896 - #362 
tweet details

@utalaniz @nataleestotz: I would never have read Hound Dog True if it weren't for 
Twitter/#nerdybookclub. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:16:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572278056165376 - #363 
tweet details

@ckervina I rely on lists to help me find books for reluctant readers. Hard to put 
myself in a novice mind! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:16:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572280384012291 - #364 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @teacherman82 Good to know--thanks! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:16:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572289313677312 - #365 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I think some of the most powerful lists are the ones that students 
generate. #titletalk 
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Mon Dec 19 01:16:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572319269404675 - #366 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @colbysharp I have a "mentor texts" shelf on Goodreads as a 
database of books I want to use with students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:16:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572330665316352 - #367 
tweet details

@Ann11reader3 Former student, now a HS senior, told me he remembered what I 
read to him when he was in middle school. Warmed my heart..... #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:16:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572329272815616 - #368 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @literacydocent Ghetto Cowboy in my to-read pile. Heard about it 
here on Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:16:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572346133917696 - #369 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @donalynbooks @teacherman82 Bigger Than a Breadbox is 
my 1st vacation read - really, really looking forward to it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:16:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572421702684673 - #370 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @donalynbooks @literacydocent LOVED Ghetto Cowboy! Move 
it to the top:-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:16:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572439855640580 - #371 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog I agree! RT @literacydocent: @cppotter Me too! Its a powerful 
message/example when we read what kids recommend! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:16:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572450274279426 - #372 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler .@librarygrl2: Goodreads has been fantastic source between 
friends & just having an easy way to keep a log of books read. Love it #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:16:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572463989653505 - #373 
tweet details

@HelpReaders .@ChocolateAir So how much does personal choice go into your 
reading list vs. what works for students? 50-50? #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:16:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572498601058304 - #374 
tweet details

@karenterlecky I'm always fascinated by the books discussed at the Heavy Medal 
blog at SLJ - always entertaining! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:17:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572506301800448 - #375 
tweet details

@colbysharp @donalnbooks All of my students spent some time last week going 
through @100scopenotes and @mrschureads Top 20. They LOVED it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:17:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572537176072193 - #376 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PolkaDotOwlBlog You should check out the Nerdy Book Club 
site, too! http://t.co/ASRPYbrs #nerdybookclub #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:17:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572577890189313 - #377 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks Students in my class love Greg Neri's work 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:17:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572592519917568 - #378 
tweet details

@pageintraining I need to encourage my students to share more books with me 
and more with each other. Getting some good ideas on how from #titletalk 
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Mon Dec 19 01:17:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572647645642752 - #379 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @frankisibberson @donalynbooks @literacydocent Would have to 
second that -- read Ghetto Cowboy!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:17:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572665756647425 - #380 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @donalynbooks: @PolkaDotOwlBlog You should check out the 
Nerdy Book Club site, too! http://t.co/ASRPYbrs #nerdybookclub #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:17:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572667589570560 - #381 
tweet details

@jellyrace also love reading the lists that centurions post on fb #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:17:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572680218624000 - #382 
tweet details

@CarrieGelson Local bookstore changes up top ten popular books for chapters and 
YA each week interesting to see bestsellers #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:17:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572686740758529 - #383 
tweet details

@sequel2 After I simplified my life and downsized I stopped keeping a tbr list. My 
focus is on what I am reading not what I want to read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:17:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572712145649665 - #384 
tweet details

@melissathomson Is Ghetto Cowboy appropriate for 5th grade? Just got it from 
public lib... #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:17:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572717766029312 - #385 
tweet details

@mentortexts How do lists/awards work w books just barely published at the end of 
the year? Seems like it takes a while for them to catch on. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:17:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572722778210304 - #386 
tweet details

@nataleestotz @HelpReaders I push my self to read things that I might not 
normally so that I can recommend and talk w/ students #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:17:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572737831579648 - #387 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @donalynbooks Already a follower! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:17:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572741069586433 - #388 
tweet details

@colbysharp My 4th graders feel AWESOME when they have read books on book 
lists. I like to share lists that include books we've read aloud. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:18:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572783864070145 - #389 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @melissathomson I think Ghetto Cowboy is 5th appropriate. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:18:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572819540803584 - #390 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PolkaDotOwlBlog Have a stu rec in my pile right now! "mrs. 
Blackler, You have GOT TO READ THIS!" #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:18:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572840361336832 - #391 
tweet details

@pageintraining @melissathomson I would say ghetto Cowboy is appropriate for 
fifth grade #titletalk 
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Mon Dec 19 01:18:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572871592120321 - #392 
tweet details

@colbysharp @melissathomson Ghetto Cowboy is written for 5th grade. PERFECT 
AGE! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:18:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572890697170945 - #393 
tweet details

@cppotter @donalynbooks I heard about Ghetto Cowboy from @literacydocent . I 
put it on Mock Newbery list, and kids voted it onto short list #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:18:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572900767711234 - #394 
tweet details

@mentortexts @sequel2 I think it's important to always have a "reading next" in 
mind. I teach kids to plan ahead with reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:18:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572914499858432 - #395 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk I do not have to like all award winners, but I try to read 
them as committee spent year getting to short list. 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:18:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572924922707970 - #396 
tweet details

@ckervina I do this. RT @nataleestotz: I push my self to read things that I might not 
normally so that I can recommend and talk w/ students #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:18:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572939619549185 - #397 
tweet details

@katsok RT @karenterlecky: I'm always fascinated by the books discussed at the 
Heavy Medal blog at SLJ - always entertaining! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:18:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572966505033728 - #398 
tweet details

@nataleestotz I like to see what authors and teachers I respect are reading and 
enjoying. I look Goodreads for that! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:18:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572992601989120 - #399 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read This yr my students r naturally just passing on & passing on books 
2 one another more so than other years #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:18:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148572994552348672 - #400 
tweet details

@literacydocent @melissathomson Ghetto Cowboy is appropriate for 5th. You 
could hear a pin drop when I book talked it. 6 copies being passed now! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:19:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573013569314816 - #401 
tweet details

@katsok RT @frankisibberson: @donalynbooks @literacydocent LOVED Ghetto 
Cowboy! Move it to the top:-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:19:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573013288292352 - #402 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler RT @nataleestotz: @HelpReaders push my self to read things 
that I might not normally so that I can recommend and talk w/ students #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:19:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573055227150339 - #403 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog I am bummed out that HG isn't appropriate for my kids. I can't 
talk about it much with them :( #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:19:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573110138961920 - #404 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @nataleestotz: I push myself to read things that I might not 
normally so that I can recommend & talk w/ students. <= Me, too. #titletalk 
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Mon Dec 19 01:19:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573119718764544 - #405 
tweet details

@Aluchies @colbysharp #titletalk My MS students created their own summer 
reading list last year w/ book trailers. Created a Google site to post them 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:19:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573132070989825 - #406 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @colbysharp @donaylnbooks @100scopenotes @mrschureads 
this is a great idea!! Wonderful activity for this 3 day week before break! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:19:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573151079563264 - #407 
tweet details

@HelpReaders .@nataleestotz It's hard to put personal choice to the side, but if I 
don't love it, I won't be as convincing to students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:19:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573154527297536 - #408 
tweet details

@teacherman82 The librarian in our HS encourages our students to read books 
from the Sequoyah Masterlist: http://t.co/v0ULbrpk #titletalk #OklahomaFavs 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:19:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573174601232385 - #409 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk I do not have to like all award 
winners, but I try to read them as committee spent year on list #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:19:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573188291432449 - #410 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @karenterlecky: Im always fascinated by the books discussed 
at the Heavy Medal blog at SLJ - always entertaining! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:19:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573217232142337 - #411 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read I also have a students keep a "someday" list in their readers 
notebooks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:19:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573226958733312 - #412 
tweet details

@hale27storm @sylvie_shaffer @ann11reader3 @jmalphy lol. I'll take a picture of it 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:19:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573234479104000 - #413 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @cb6luvs2read: I also have a students keep a "someday" list 
in their readers notebooks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:20:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573280947806208 - #414 
tweet details

@colbysharp @Aluchies That is fantastic! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:20:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573316138012672 - #415 
tweet details

@katsok I also use award lists to find books I might not normally pick up. I'm not a 
huge NF reader. Read 3 today from lists - awesome. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:20:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573316616171521 - #416 
tweet details

@melissathomson Thanks, everyone! Now I'm even more excited to read/share 
Ghetto Cowboy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:20:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573315521458176 - #417 
tweet details

@Ann11reader3 Have a poster of the Maryland Black Eyed Susan award nominees 
in my room that some students use to help pick a book. #titletalk 
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Mon Dec 19 01:20:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573315513073664 - #418 
tweet details

@katsok RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk I do not have to like all award winners, but I 
try to read them as committee spent year getting to short ... 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:20:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573346689318913 - #419 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @ProfessorNana: I do not have to like all award winners, but I 
try to read them as committee spent year on list #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:20:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573389462843393 - #420 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk I do not have to like all award winners, 
but I try to read them as committee spent year on list #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:20:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573395645235201 - #421 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 RT @karenterlecky: Im always fascinated by the books discussed at 
the Heavy Medal blog at SLJ - always entertaining! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:20:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573417619210240 - #422 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @cb6luvs2read: I also have a students keep a "someday" list 
in their readers notebooks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:20:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573445595201536 - #423 
tweet details

@sylvie_shaffer @Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks I haven't read Ghetto Cowboy 
yet, but it's circ-ing my 7th & 8th . Yummy is a fave w/6th-10th #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:20:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573451907629058 - #424 
tweet details

@MaryKlepper #titletalk ok so what grade level would The Hunger Games be 
appropriate for? I have heard mixed reviews at my school! 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:20:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573481934659584 - #425 
tweet details

@katsok @PolkaDotOwlBlog What grade level do you teach? #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:20:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573495662620672 - #426 
tweet details

@mentortexts @cb6luvs2read I like that idea, need a bunch to choose from. If I 
didn't have a TBR I would forget titles I want to go back to. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:20:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573495046057987 - #427 
tweet details

@hale27storm teachers in my building starting to post books they've read. We have 
a huge list in hall, complete with book covers. #titletalk kids love it 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:20:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573508484608000 - #428 
tweet details

@Polking #titletalk Blog Largehearted Boy aggregates massive "Best of..." booklists
--highly recommended source: http://t.co/58t6Yo70 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:21:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573512406274049 - #429 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @katsok: I also use award lists to find books I might not 
normally pick up. Im not a huge NF reader. <= me too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:21:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573548301135873 - #430 
tweet details

@nataleestotz @HelpReaders I'm honest with kids if I didn't like a book. I tell them 
why. I recgnize I'm not going to love everything they love #titletalk 
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Mon Dec 19 01:21:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573586020499456 - #431 
tweet details

@jmalphy @MaryKlepper My MS kids have liked the Hunger Games. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:21:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573587337527298 - #432 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Talking about books with my students, I know that what I bless is 
what they read. Must be mindful to show all kinds of books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:21:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573599865913344 - #433 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @katsok 5th #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:21:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573625660882946 - #434 
tweet details

@cppotter @PolkaDotOwlBlog Have you read The Unwanteds? It's the perfect 
middle grade book for kids not ready for HG. My 4th & 5th love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:21:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573641880244226 - #435 
tweet details

@michaelascotto RT @katsok: @colbysharp @mentortexts @100scopenotes 
@mrschureads Agreed. I love lists by people I know. Trust the recs even more. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:21:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573641251106816 - #436 
tweet details

@mentortexts @kurtisscaletta That totally makes sense! Thanks for clarifying for 
me. I still think discussion time with friends makes a diff. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:21:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573670078550017 - #437 
tweet details

@colbysharp @mentortexts TBR is vital for my students and myself. We spend lots 
of time talking TBR. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:21:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573703637176320 - #438 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @cppotter @PolkaDotOwlBlog Unwanteds is one of the most 
popular books with my 4/5 right now. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:21:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573751754231808 - #439 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @mentortexts @sequel2 yes definitely. We spent 3 days talking 
about this last week so the kids know they must read over break #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573777213669376 - #440 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer always looking for NF in particular that kids will enjoy reading - 
many are a hard sell, even though they are soo good #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573782922104832 - #441 
tweet details

@shighley That's one of the things I like about goodreads-easy to add to 'to read' 
list. Otherwise, I have notes everywhere! #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573786504052736 - #442 
tweet details

@melissathomson @mentortexts Agree! Trying to encourage more planning 
ahead...it seems to really help my kids who used to get stuck between books 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573793131053057 - #443 
tweet details
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@ProfessorNana I keep track of books receiving multiple star reviews. JHunt posts 
this to adbooks listserv. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573807039361024 - #444 
tweet details

@ckervina @hale27storm: I love the idea of posting what you're reading in the 
halls! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573811057496064 - #445 
tweet details

@katsok Often if I mention to students that I don't enjoy a book for a certain reason, 
they immediately go to read it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573815037902849 - #446 
tweet details

@MrErving RT @Polking: #titletalk Blog Largehearted Boy aggregates massive 
"Best of..." booklists--highly recommended source: http://t.co/58t6Yo70 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573823946596352 - #447 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @cppotter No but I will add it to my list! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573839117385729 - #448 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @ckervina: @hale27storm: I love the idea of posting what you're 
reading in the halls! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573862731333633 - #449 
tweet details

@rainandroses RT @cb6luvs2read: I also have a students keep a "someday" list in 
their readers notebooks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573864270635008 - #450 
tweet details

@cppotter @MaryKlepper I'd say grades 6 and up. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573867357646848 - #451 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @PolkaDotOwlBlog I talk about it with 5th grade, but point them to the 
public library #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573869060521984 - #452 
tweet details

@literacydocent @cppotter The Unwanteds in on my TBR list of MSBA. Have you 
sent it in yet? #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573871845556224 - #453 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks @professornana rarely do I like/love all award 
winners-although awards are usually good selling pt w/stus #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573876861939712 - #454 
tweet details

@HelpReaders .@nataleestotz Agreed. I do the same. But one reader's excitement 
transfers in the recommendation. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148573880116719616 - #455 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @katsok I want my kids to have a strong enough reader identity 
to choose books that I don't love. I am honest with them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:22:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574013009043457 - #456 
tweet details
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@librarygrl2 RT @jmalphy: RT @ckervina: @hale27storm: I love the idea of 
posting what youre reading in the halls! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:23:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574019598303232 - #457 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @MaryKlepper had 5th graders try HG last year and most of them 
weren't ready for it. By 6th grade they're devouring it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:23:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574021053718529 - #458 
tweet details

@nataleestotz I find that my students are more apt to read something that a 
classmate tells them "You have to read this! it's so good!" #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:23:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574032453836800 - #459 
tweet details

@katsok @PolkaDotOwlBlog Me too. HG was on our state award list (4th-8th) last 
yr.I didn't read it aloud but many did and we discussed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:23:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574076137504768 - #460 
tweet details

@mentortexts It kills me to see a kiddo at the end of a book and not have an 
answer when I ask what's next since they are almost done. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:23:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574090289098752 - #461 
tweet details

@colbysharp Do people have a favorite or most trusted list? #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:23:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574099868889088 - #462 
tweet details

@hale27storm @donalynbooks so right about that. shocked I have so many boys 
reading Divergent & My most Excellent Yr.REALLY loved those books #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:23:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574121171750912 - #463 
tweet details

@cppotter @literacydocent I haven't, but I will! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:23:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574126414639104 - #464 
tweet details

@Aluchies @literacydocent #titletalk Am buying Ghetto Cowboy. When I read 
reviews, wondered if a bunch of Maine kiddos would relate. Thanx 4 sharing! 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:23:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574142088740864 - #465 
tweet details

@Ann11reader3 If I didn't like a book a student is asking about, I tell them. I tell 
them students who did like it so they hear both sides. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:23:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574182899331072 - #466 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @MaryAnnScheuer I got much better at recommending nonfiction 
after serving as Cybils NF pic bk judge - some great lists! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:23:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574193234092032 - #467 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop Has anyone read/used Blue Fish (Pat Schmatz)? Terrific voices of 
the two narrators- one boy/one girl. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:23:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574224901091329 - #468 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @colbysharp My fav/most trusted list? What my tweeps recommend! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:23:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574229649031168 - #469 
tweet details
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@Cathy_Blackler 5 copies of Deviant In. Y classroom library-in my #bookaday pile 
for break-book talked, got two stus to take a copy home #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:23:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574248384987137 - #470 
tweet details

@mentortexts I'm interested to see how much I even jive with the #nerdybookclub 
Nerdy awards... #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:24:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574275878649856 - #471 
tweet details

@jmalphy I have really been encouraging my students to do book reviews in 
Destiny, our OPAC, so that others can see them this year! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:24:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574286767071232 - #472 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Kelly Jensen at YALSA's The Hub has great analysis of this year's 
Best Books picks & links to major lists: http://t.co/TbBydaDT #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:24:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574311983235072 - #473 
tweet details

@pageintraining @colbysharp I enjoyed looking at the Horn Book list and the SLJ 
list #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:24:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574346552672258 - #474 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @colbysharp I read Hornbook every month and I keep up with 
as many of the 2000 titles that @MrSchuReads adds to Goodreads! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:24:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574351913009152 - #475 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @RdngTeach: @colbysharp My fav/most trusted list? What 
my tweeps recommend! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:24:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574365083115522 - #476 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @frankisibberson @katsok it is huge for kids to read beyond taste of 
classroom teacher and be valued for the choice #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:24:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574445190123520 - #477 
tweet details

@ewitt43 @mentortexts - I teach them 2nd book stress to wait 24 hours before 
starting new so they can process what they just finished. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:24:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574448457490432 - #478 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @frankisibberson @katsok Totally agree! Am not a fantasy fan, 
and thrilled when that community thrives in classrm anyway. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:24:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574453960421376 - #479 
tweet details

@colbysharp If @cppotter's blog didn't exist-I would really struggle at keeping up 
with nonfiction. Her blog is my nonfiction list:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:24:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574465238900736 - #480 
tweet details

@hale27storm @ckervina I started it at beginning I year and so far 6 other teachers 
have joined, and principal. #titletalk kids stop and look constantly 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:24:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574469844242432 - #481 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PBWorkshop Just got Bluefish this week. Thanks for 
recommending it. *moves up the pile* #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:24:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574497392439297 - #482 
tweet details
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@RdngTeach My frustration w/lists? Often lacking diversity. I'd like my kids to see 
themselves pictured on the cover of books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:24:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574508192763904 - #483 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @TonyKeefer: it is huge for kids to read beyond taste of 
classroom teacher and be valued for the choice #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:25:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574535724183552 - #484 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana @colbysharp depends on genre, age, etc. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:25:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574541143228417 - #485 
tweet details

@noreenechen RT @donalynbooks: RT @RdngTeach: @colbysharp My fav/most 
trusted list? What my tweeps recommend! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:25:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574541650722817 - #486 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @Ann11reader3 Sometimes I don't really love a book, but I know 
a stu who will-I can rec even if it wasn't my fav #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:25:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574547430473729 - #487 
tweet details

@nataleestotz There are several blogs that I follow for reading suggestions. Not so 
much established lists #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:25:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574551259877376 - #488 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @karenterlecky yes, the #cybils lists are fantastic for book 
rec's! #Cybils finalists will be announced Jan 1st #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:25:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574552933416960 - #489 
tweet details

@literacydocent @Aluchies yay! Another title that tearing up our 5th grade 
classrooms is Helen Frost's Hidden. Check it out! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:25:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574570780172289 - #490 
tweet details

@colbysharp @frankisibberson Yes, I put a hold on every book that John gives 4 or 
5 stars. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:25:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574608801529856 - #491 
tweet details

@utalaniz @mentortexts: I always make sure my students have 3-5 books in their 
'book luggage' at school. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:25:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574606184296448 - #492 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler RT @donalynbooks: RT @RdngTeach: @colbysharp My 
fav/most trusted list? What my tweeps recommend! Amen! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:25:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574625952043008 - #493 
tweet details

@hale27storm @katsok if the book has been banned students can't read it fast 
enough #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:25:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574631866011649 - #494 
tweet details

@mentortexts @ewitt43 Interesting! Do you do that yourself? I don't usually wait 24 
between books myself but agree I need time to digest. #titletalk 
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Mon Dec 19 01:25:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574655949701121 - #495 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @colbysharp: @frankisibberson Yes, I put a hold on every book 
that John gives 4 or 5 stars. #titletalk <= so true 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:25:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574699679531008 - #496 
tweet details

@katsok My favorite and most trusted list can't be one thing. Twitter friends, blogs 
like @MrSchuReads, Heavy Medal, #NerdyBookClub #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:25:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574718075731969 - #497 
tweet details

@cppotter @colbysharp Aww, thanks, Colby! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:25:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574748983574528 - #498 
tweet details

@jellyrace @RdngTeach i agree #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:25:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574757548343298 - #499 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @mentortexts @ewitt43 Today, I didn't even wait 24 minutes 
between books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:26:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574796190461953 - #500 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Told kids I am reading HG & I love it. However, I am not 
putting copy in my library. They can go 2 library #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:26:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574805715714049 - #501 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read I choose or move things around in my TBR pile from tweeps & what 
my st. R rdg. I LOVE YA & tend 2 get sidetracked sometimes #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:26:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574862833758208 - #502 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @utalaniz Ooh, Hidden is a good one. I love Helen Frost's work 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:26:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574868726747136 - #503 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @mentortexts We talk about reading plans constantly. I worry 
when kids don't have any next books in mind. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:26:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574868152139776 - #504 
tweet details

@fiteach Grandpa and Grandma with Gracie... Sorry I'm missing #titletalk 
http://t.co/18m8S37F http://t.co/Ze7gacAx 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:26:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574904529334273 - #505 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @RdngTeach: My frustration w/lists? Often lacking diversity. Id 
like my kids to see themselves pictured on the cover of books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:26:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574926918529026 - #506 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @literacydocent Many of my sixth and seventh graders have torn 
through Hidden by Helen Frost as well. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:26:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574936699633665 - #507 
tweet details

@ewitt43 @frankisibberson - I did because I had my son's bparty times two! 
#TitleTalk 
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Mon Dec 19 01:26:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148574941988659200 - #508 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @literacydocent Just read Hidden yesterday. Great book. I love Helen 
Frost. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:26:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575012385857537 - #509 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @literacydocent I loved Hidden! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575029079191553 - #510 
tweet details

@mentortexts @ewitt43 @frankisibberson I'm w Franki, I couldn't wait a whole 24 
hours...but that's me. Plus I read multiple books at one time. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575037794942976 - #511 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @nataleestotz I'm with you. I get more ideas from 
blogs/Goodreads/Twitter than book lists #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575049157320704 - #512 
tweet details

@MrShafferTMCE @tonykeefer Absolutely. Must encourage students to branch out 
genre-wise, and we have to be prepared to recommend good titles #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575053678784514 - #513 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @TonyKeefer: It is huge for kids to read beyond taste of 
classroom teacher and be valued for the choice. <= values all readers #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575057952768000 - #514 
tweet details

@katsok @hale27storm Yep! Wasn't it Gary Paulsen who said "Read when they tell 
you not to read, and read what they tell you not to read." #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575065515098113 - #515 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @mentortexts @ewitt43 I do that with every read aloud - help show 
students how to savor a bk, but not good myself.. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575070137229312 - #516 
tweet details

@Polking #titletalk Also a shameless plug for Guys Lit Wire--titles for teen boys 
http://t.co/bJPiQ4eS 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575094854262784 - #517 
tweet details

@colbysharp Sharing book lists with kids, helps them see that reading is cool. Kids 
could have spent hours checking out the Schu/Jonker list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575100797587457 - #518 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @PolkaDotOwlBlog What is HG? #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575142329597952 - #519 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog I wish I had several sets of eyes so I could read more! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575143264927745 - #520 
tweet details

@literacydocent True that>RT @frankisibberson: RT @TonyKeefer: it's huge 4 
kids 2 read beyond taste of classroom teacher & be valued 4 the choice #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575160918745089 - #521 
tweet details
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@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks when I have students waffling between 2 or 3 
books I usually advise them to take them all- #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575184754970625 - #522 
tweet details

@jellyrace RT @RdngTeach: My frustration w/lists? Often lacking diversity. Id like 
my kids to see themselves pictured on the cover of books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575185283461120 - #523 
tweet details

@mentortexts @PolkaDotOwlBlog Or that time stop button... #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575206074626048 - #524 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop If "As Easy as Falling off the Face of the Earth" is in your TBR pile, 
move it up, too. I've had to read it twice so far-amazing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575206896705537 - #525 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Me, too!!!! RT @PolkaDotOwlBlog: I wish I had several sets of eyes 
so I could read more! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:27:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575224240152576 - #526 
tweet details

@GMarySue RT @RdngTeach: Me, too!!!! RT @PolkaDotOwlBlog: I wish I had 
several sets of eyes so I could read more! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575298923933696 - #527 
tweet details

@hale27storm @katsok love that quote. I think I need it hanging on a poster in my 
room #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575343035428864 - #528 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @cb6luvs2read @literacydocent Liked Hidden, but I still love The 
Braid and Diamond Willow more. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575347196166146 - #529 
tweet details

@Ann11reader3 Finished The Last Little Blue Envelope today... Enjoyed #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575358399168513 - #530 
tweet details

@mentortexts @donalynbooks I think the kids who have a hard time even finding 
one book they like are hardest to help gather a TBR. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575374161350656 - #531 
tweet details

@mslcblevins What is everyone's reading goal for the new year? I am thinking 
212... #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575377315463168 - #532 
tweet details

@katsok Forgot, I also used @AndersonsBkshp Mock Newbery list to create a "to 
read" stack for break. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575389160189952 - #533 
tweet details

@Komos72 RT @frankisibberson: RT @TonyKeefer: it is huge for kids to read 
beyond taste of classroom teacher and be valued for the choice #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575460853428225 - #534 
tweet details
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@colbysharp RT @katsok: Forgot, I also used @AndersonsBkshp Mock Newbery 
list to create a "to read" stack for break. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575460161368065 - #535 
tweet details

@Jamie_Michalak The list of staff picks at my local bookstore always includes a 
good mix of titles--the popular & unexpected. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575461868445696 - #536 
tweet details

@literacydocent @chocolateair @librarygirl @cb6luvs2read Hidden is another one 
of my 2011 favorites. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575474610733056 - #537 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @katsok: Forgot, I also used @AndersonsBkshp Mock Newbery 
list to create a "to read" stack for break. #titletalk <= yep 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575477978775552 - #538 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PBWorkshop "As easy.." is a great read #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575482055622656 - #539 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @MrShafferTMCE this is why I rely so much on smart friends to get 
books that are not "my wheelhouse" into my classroom library #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575504600010752 - #540 
tweet details

@katsok @PBWorkshop Love that one. Read it last year and kids adore it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575520559337472 - #541 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @Polking: #titletalk Also a shameless plug for Guys Lit Wire--
titles for teen boys http://t.co/bJPiQ4eS 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:28:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575521171709952 - #542 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @RdngTeach @PolkaDotOwlBlog I have ventured into audio 
books this year. Long drive to work. I can squeeze in another book a week. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575545456721921 - #543 
tweet details

@ckervina One of my frustrations with lists is tendency of YA lists to be genre-
narrow. Yes, I love paranormal and dystopia, but not all do #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575578105196544 - #544 
tweet details

@hale27storm @mentortexts @donalynbooks I agree. I have one student who only 
has 6 books on Someday list. Ugh! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575619943378944 - #545 
tweet details

@noreenechen @GMarySue hi...i'm "at" titletalk also #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575619498778625 - #546 
tweet details

@katsok @hale27storm He starts it with the phrase, "Read like a wolf eats." Kids 
love that. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575624494202880 - #547 
tweet details
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@librarygrl2 I used the @AndersonsBkshp list for my tbr also. Great picks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575637542670336 - #548 
tweet details

@mentortexts @donalynbooks @RdngTeach @PolkaDotOwlBlog Audiobooks 
save me! I can get in 2 depending on how long. Love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575674783899648 - #549 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @Polking: #titletalk Also a shameless plug for Guys Lit Wire--
titles for teen boyshttp://t.co/bJPiQ4eS #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575705616228352 - #550 
tweet details

@Komos72 Just popped in for a minute... and have already added a book to my 
TBR list! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575719189004288 - #551 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @librarygrl2: I used the @AndersonsBkshp list for my tbr also. 
Great picks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575720392769538 - #552 
tweet details

@kperry RT @ProfessorNana: RT @Polking: #titletalk Also a shameless plug for 
Guys Lit Wire--titles for teen boyshttp://t.co/bJPiQ4eS #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575722557026304 - #553 
tweet details

@colbysharp Are we ready to talk best books of 2011? I AM DYING TO TALK 
TITLES!!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575723509129216 - #554 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana @mslcblevins I shoot for one more book than I read last 
year...#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575743310434304 - #555 
tweet details

@Ann11reader3 I worry too when kids don't have the next book in mind.....so many 
good ones to choose from... #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575755150962688 - #556 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @donalynbooks @literacydocent sadly, I haven't read Frost's other 
books yet. TBR pile! someday list! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575761647939584 - #557 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @colbysharp: Are we ready to talk best books of 2011? I AM 
DYING TO TALK TITLES!!!! #titletalk <= yes 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:29:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575773371011072 - #558 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @donalynbooks yes, audiobooks help me too - have you tried 
Heart and Soul on audio yet? Amazing, absolutely amazing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575779628924928 - #559 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @donalynbooks because clearly you need audiobooks to squeeze 
more books into your life :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575811476275200 - #560 
tweet details
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@frankisibberson I need to figure out a way to make the lists and school-wide 
recommendations more a part of the library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575810377351168 - #561 
tweet details

@mentortexts @ProfessorNana @mslcblevins I did that this year, just read more 
this year than last year. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575816849174529 - #562 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @mslcblevins I think I'm going w/212 too. Not only do I have to 
have time to read them, but time to post a review on GR #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575818828881920 - #563 
tweet details

@literacydocent @donalynbooks Diamond Willow is my MOST favorite Frost book 
for sure! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575848700710914 - #564 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @colbysharp YES! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575855558410242 - #565 
tweet details

@sylvie_shaffer @donalynbooks @PBWorkshop @PBWorkshop loved Blue Fish! 
so many uncanny similarities w/Okay For Now- did you notice that? #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575871500947456 - #566 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @donalynbooks: RT @Polking: #titletalk Also a shameless 
plug for Guys Lit Wire--titles for teen boyshttp://t.co/bJPiQ4eS #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575883505053696 - #567 
tweet details

@kperry @mentortexts I agree about Audio books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575888622100481 - #568 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @MaryAnnScheuer: RT @donalynbooks: RT @Polking: #titletalk 
Also a shameless plug for Guys Lit Wire--titles for teen boyshttp://t.co/b ... 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575920377176065 - #569 
tweet details

@colbysharp Shall we start with Caldecott (best picture book)???? #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575921115377665 - #570 
tweet details

@pageintraining Excited to see what people liked best from 2011 #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575982071189505 - #571 
tweet details

@trkravtin .@alybee930: RT @colbysharp: Are we ready to talk best books of 
2011? I AM DYING TO TALK TITLES!!!! #titletalk <= yes #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575983975411712 - #572 
tweet details

@mslcblevins I am using several best of picture book lists for my winter break 
#bookaday Pick them up Tuesday after school! Excited! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575982423506944 - #573 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @librarygrl2 @AndersonsBkshp @katsok Anderson's is guiding a 
lot of my reading as well #titletalk 
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Mon Dec 19 01:30:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575982327050240 - #574 
tweet details

@jmalphy @literacydocent I have yet to Diamond Willow. Adding it to my TBR pile! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148575996751249408 - #575 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 Yes - lets talk titles! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576009405468675 - #576 
tweet details

@colbysharp I would really like to end with Newbery (my favorite) :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:30:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576026073640960 - #577 
tweet details

@nataleestotz One of my favorites this year is Okay for Now #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576050295746560 - #578 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer I'd never finish an audio book on my 3 min walk to work. Maybe I 
should transfer to school further away #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576081757216770 - #579 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk I'm late to the party, folks! I was making cake balls and 
peppermint bark! 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576081023209472 - #580 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @cb6luvs2read Spinning through the Universe by Frost is great-
you can borrow my copy ;0) #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576108080664576 - #581 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @frankisibberson have you ventured into using student 
reviews on your OPAC yet? I haven't started that, but wondering... #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576121456300032 - #582 
tweet details

@litlearningzone Stopped in. Need ideas 2 spend my $500 from 
@WaldenPondPress RT @colbysharp: i'm DYING 2 TALK TITLES!!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576132265021440 - #583 
tweet details

@jmalphy I loved Balloons Over Broadway. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576144260743168 - #584 
tweet details

@CarrieGelson RT @nataleestotz: One of my favorites this year is Okay for Now 
#titletalk Loved this book! 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576146513080322 - #585 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @literacydocent I have Diamond Willow in my vacation stack. Can't 
wait. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576161738403841 - #586 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Caldecott--if I Want My Hat Back doesn't win (#Teambear) I 
would love to see A BALL FOR DAISY by Raschka #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576172521947136 - #587 
tweet details
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@trkravtin .@sylvie_shaffer: @donalynbooks @PBWorkshop @PBWorkshop loved 
Blue Fish! many uncanny similarities w/Okay For Now- notice that? #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576179480309762 - #588 
tweet details

@alybee930 STARS is probably in a tie with Wonderstruck for me as best picture 
book for 2012 #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576200439242752 - #589 
tweet details

@mslcblevins @Cathy_Blackler I started goodreads in July... I wish I would have 
been keeping track a long time ago! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576202435727361 - #590 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @nataleestotz: One of my favorites this year is Okay for Now 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576231087013888 - #591 
tweet details

@mentortexts @TonyKeefer I listen to audiobooks while cleaning or working out, 
too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576263420911618 - #592 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I read few picture books (not my wheelhouse), but I listen when 
tweeps tell me to pick one up. This yr it was I WANT MY HAT BACK. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:31:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576270190510080 - #593 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Anderson's 2012 Mock Newbery and Sibert lists: 
http://t.co/m48POFJy #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:32:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576308333522945 - #594 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @MaryAnnScheuer Yes, but it is hard to build enough of them in 
the time we have each week. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:32:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576308929110017 - #595 
tweet details

@trkravtin .@frankisibberson: Caldecott--if I Want My Hat Back doesnt win 
(#Teambear) I would love to see A BALL FOR DAISY by Raschka #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:32:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576329091129344 - #596 
tweet details

@cppotter Ditto! RT @jmalphy: I loved Balloons Over Broadway. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:32:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576329653157888 - #597 
tweet details

@shighley My fav picturebook for 2011 is Balloons over Broadway #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:32:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576341636292608 - #598 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @librarygrl2 Diamond Willow is fantastic. Actually, all of Frost's 
books are fantastic. #titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:32:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576351551623169 - #599 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Everyone Sees the Ants, Where Things Come Back 2 of my 2012 
favs #Titletalk 
 
Mon Dec 19 01:32:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 148576352730218497 - #600 
tweet details
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